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PREFACE

This report comprises a comprehensive review of technical progress on the

Organic Moderated Reactor Experiment (OMRE), which is being constructed and

will be operated at the National Reactor Testing Station at Arco, Idaho. This is

the second report of the series, and covers the period from August 1, 1956 through

October 31, 1956. The previous report (NAA-SR-1700) is entitled: Organic

Moderated Reactor Experiment - First Progress Report, October, 1956-July, 1956."

This report is based upon studies conducted for the Atomic Energy Commission

under Contract AT(04-3)-88.
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I. FACILITIES

(M. H. Slater)

A. GENERAL

Inasmuch as all initial facilities design was complete and construction was

underway prior to August 1, 1956, all facilities design subsequent to that date

has been the result of changes in process, control, or operational procedures.

B. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS

An investigation of possible fire and explosion hazards at the OMRE Site

indicated the existence of three potentially hazardous areas: the process area,

the melt station area, and the reactor vessel, when open. The process area

can be protected by complete CO2 flooding; the melt station area by a CO2

blanket supplied as a continuous bleed. Because of the multiplicity of hazard

protection demands, a low-pressure (Cardox or equivalent) manually-operated

system was designed.

C. FUEL HANDLING

An investigation of possible fuel handling (hot cell) facilities at the OMRE Site

was completed. Two plans were proposed. One proposal centered around a

two-story structure of some 1900 square feet, constructed over the present

reactor location, thus replacing the present removable shelter. This arrange-

ment included a crane for handling a proposed coffin, a hot cell for preparing

fuel-element segments, and all related ventilating and operating equipment.

The second proposal consisted of a smaller isolated structure (800 square feet)

with a hot cell and related equipment only. The transfer of fuel elements would

be accomplished by moving the coffin by portable crane. This plan, although

not as convenient as the first plan, would not interrupt construction of the OMRE

as originally designed and scheduled. Neither plan proposed a complete metal-

lurgical hot-cell setup. The prepared fuel samples were to be transported to

such facilities as were available. No action has been started on design of either

plan.
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D. INSTRUMENT TUBES

The original instrument tube locations within the reactor cavity were found to

be unsatisfactory. A new system of tubes, with their supports and coolant

systems, was designed and is now under construction (see Section IV, A).

E. REACTOR VENTILATION

It appeared possible that under certain summer weather conditions, tempera-

tures in the reactor shelter might exceed 1500 F. Inasmuch as the electrical

components within the structure cannot stand such temperatures, inclusion of

a ventilation system was required. Design of this system is presently in progress.

F. CONTROL OF ARGON -41 BUILDUP

A Health Physics investigation of conditions within the reactor cavity deter-

mined that because of A4 buildup, natural convection circulation of air through

this cavity should be eliminated and venting should be limited to breathing. A

series of seals for all openings was therefore detailed. These seals are now

under construction.

G. TEMPORARY POWER

An investigation was undertaken to determine possible temporary power sources

at the Site in the event that regular power is not available when operations are

to begin. Facilities for portable diesel-generating equipment, changes to the

present plot plan for locating this equipment, and location of necessary supplies

(oil tanks, foundations, etc.) were analyzed.

II. REACTOR

A. REACTOR VESSEL

1. Core Structure (M. Mueller)

Changes in the control rod design have necessitated some redesign in the

internal core structures. The intermediate snubber bridge and grid plate bearings

have been eliminated because of the galling problem discovered in the control

rod test. The bridge has been raised to a support point on the upper flange and
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is now removable for fuel handling. A new aluminum core flow baffle has been

designed to facilitate better cooling for the control rods (see Section III, C).

B. FUEL ELEMENTS

1. Fuel Element Development (M. H. Binstock)

a. General

The OMRE fuel element is composed of thin flat plates assembled into

a rectangular box. The core is uranium oxide dispersed in stainless steel and

clad in stainless steel to form a thin plate. The plates are assembled into a

stainless-steel box to form an element.

b. Fuel Plate Fabrication

After the facility was established and equipped with the necessary tools

to perform the many operations, the development work was started. During the

past three months, the procedures and techniques involved in the production of

fuel plates were developed and samples were produced. Conditions for producing

completely-bonded plates were established and several hundred prototype plates

were made successfully. The rolling schedule was established and the pickling

cycle for removing the oxide was optimized to provide the correct core-to-sheath

thickness ratio.

In addition, necessary tooling for shearing plates was designed and

constructed. Machining of plates will be accomplished on a milling machine,

using the sheared edge as a locating surface. Also in fabrication are the jigs

and tooling for final assembly welding.

The roller-leveler is not scheduled to arrive until the first week in

November; however, previous tests have proved that the plates can be flattened,

so this delay should not cause any hardship.

Nondestructive testing methods for determining UO2 distribution were

investigated. From the several possible approaches, the "D x t" gage was

selected. This gage uses a known energy source and records the amount of

energy which is transmitted through the plate. The transmitted energy will vary

with UO2 concentration if the thickness of the plate is constant. Thus it is pos-

sible to ascertain the UO2 distribution in a known volume of plate.
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The feasibility report was accepted by the San Francisco Operations Office

and three batches of depletedUO 2 were processed per the report with excellent results.

c. Fuel Element Assembly

The analysis of operating conditions for the fuel elements has empha-

sized the high stresses possible in the element due to differential expansion of

plates. (See Section II, B, 2 for a detailed discussion of the stress analysis.)

Based upon this analysis, the possible assembly methods were narrowed down

to two approaches. The first consists of making an assembly composed of a

stainless-steel box into which sixteen loose-fitting plates slide in grooves; two

of the plates have tabs which bend outside to strengthen the box to prevent any

distortion. The second leads to a completely brazed assembly using copper as

the brazing medium. Twelve inch mock-ups of both types of units have been

successfully made. Full size mock-ups are now in process. The welding of

full-size elements has been discontinued.

2. Fuel Element Analysis (W. F. Anderson, D. R. Tellefson)

a. General

The development of fuel elements for the OMRE has progressed along

both analytical and experimental lines during this past quarter. Analytic studies

have been completed on the original proposal of fully-welded fuel elements, as

well as on brazed elements and a new concept, a combination floating-plate and

tab fuel element. Experimental work has included tests on the materials from

which these elements will be fabricated and on some of the unique features of

each type of element.

The result of the combined analytical and development program has been

the evolution of a floating-plate-type fuel element which should be adequate to

handle the problems arising from the use of an organic coolant.

b. Structural Problems Associated With Fuel Element Design

The primary problems associated with the use of an organic-coolant

result from the large temperature differentials which are found between the

active and inactive parts of a fuel element. These large differentials are due to

the poor heat-transfer characteristics of the medium, which produce temperature
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differentials considerably larger than those normally encountered in plate-type

fuel elements and thus magnify the structural problems involved.

Two structural problems which arise from the large temperature

differentials between the active and inactive parts of a fuel element are trans-

verse and longitudinal bowing of the fuel plates. The transverse buckling problem

was readily recognized when it was found that the average containing-box tem-

perature would be 2000 F lower than the average temperature of the hottest plate.

Relief for this situation could be obtained by the inclusion of fuel in the two out-

side plates of the element. The longitudinal buckling problem became apparent

when the difference between the average fuel-plate temperature and the peak

temperature on the hottest plate was found to be 600 F. Heat-transfer problems

have also arisen regarding the amount of plate bowing that can be tolerated without

plate burnup and the magnitude of the temperature rise which is associated with

bowing of a fuel plate.

Determination of the most economical and most easily fabricated means

of resisting internal pressure has been the most difficult problem associated

with development of the tab and floating-plate element.

c. Description of the Floating-Plate Fuel Element (See Fig. 1)

To obtain a better understanding of the problems associated with the

OMRE fuel element, a description of the new concept and how it handles the

inherent problems will be helpful. The floating-plate fuel element includes

essentially the same parts as the original welded fuel element; namely, two

grooved side plates, two inactive container plates, and sixteen active fuel plates.

These parts form the heat producing portion of the element, which is welded to

a lower plug and an upper diverter and handling extension. The greatest change

from the original concept is in the method of securing the sixteen fuel plates to

the container box. This is accomplished with a small spacer pin at each end of

the fuel plates and two support bars at the edges of the plates near their lower

end to ensure against longitudinal creep. In addition, the sixth plate from either

side has tabs, spaced at three inches, which protrude through elongated holes in

the grooved side plate and are bent over to assist the side plate in resisting the

internal pressure. By allowing clearance for expansion in the elongated holes,

any longitudinal buckling load is removed. Transverse buckling is avoided by

providing room for expansion into the grooved side plates.
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Fig. 1. OMRE Floating-Plate Fuel Element
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d. Analytical and Experimental Work Which Led to New Fuel Element

Concept

The original numerical analysis on a welded fuel element indicated that

the proposed welded arrangement would be unsatisfactory due to large shearing

forces on the welds. When the brazing technique was proposed, an analytical

investigation was made on this type of fuel element. This analysis showed that

buckling of the fuel plates was possible. The decision to put fuel in the two

outside plates alleviated the buckling problems to some degree, but doubt still

remained concerning the operational and structural behavior of the element.

To confirm the analysis of the brazed fuel elements and to study the

structural behavior of the materials involved, a number of tests were made.

Two tests concerned directly with the materials were a fatigue test of

material from the sandwich-type fuel plates and bending tests on material from

the grooved side plates. Results of the fatigue test showed that strains equivalent

to an elastic stress of 200,000 psi could be sustained for 4,000 reversed cycles.

The results of the bending tests on grooved side-plate segments, taken normal

to the grooves, showed that the material behaved as a plate of thickness equiva-

lent to the depth between the smooth face of the plate and the bottom of the

groove. The plate acted as a full-thickness plate when bending tests were per-

formed on segments taken parallel to the grooves.

Heat-transfer calculations showed a difference of 145* F between the

average fuel element temperature and the peak temperature on the hottest plate.

Stress analysis on the critical plate, considering the above temperature difference,

indicated an inelastic buckling condition which could only be investigated experi-

mentally.

To demonstrate the plate buckling which was anticipated from the analy-

tical investigation, a test mock-up was built in which the temperature profile

expected in the reactor could be duplicated on a fuel plate. With the characteristic

temperature profile imposed on a fuel plate held only by the grooved side plates

and not welded or brazed into these plates, a maximum deflection of 0.010 inches

was measured at one place on the plate. This condition simulates the arrange-

ment found in a floating-plate fuel element. A similar test on a plate which was

brazed into the fuel-element containing box gave a maximum deflection of

0.063 inches at one place on the plate.
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Tests conducted on the floating-plate element have given increasing

assurance concerning its structural integrity. One such test was a tab pullout

test. Results of this test showed that loads of between 150 and 250 pounds can

be supported by a 1/4-inch bent tab. The amount of load it can support depends

on the configuration of the bent portion of the tab. A leak test on the tabs indi-

cated that roughly four-tenths of one per cent of the flow through an element

would be lost through the elongated holes provided for the tabs. The results of

a pressure cycling test on a 12-inch model of the proposed floating-plate fuel

element were also very favorable. The maximum distortions measured under

operating pressures were 0.005 inch for the grooved side plate and 0.013 inch

for the two outside plates.

A test to determine if a flutter or vibration problem exists with the

floating-plate element will be carried out soon. Allowances made in the present

design should facilitate the modifications which will be necessary if excessive

vibrations exist.

Analytical work on the floating-plate fuel element included design of

the support bars and spacer pins, as well as heat-transfer work to determine

the maximum allowable sizes of these items permitted by coolant-flow throttling

limitations. An analysis of the buckling stresses in the floating-type fuel plate

has indicated less possibility of buckling than with a brazed element. Results

of the tests mentioned earlier confirmed this analysis.

3. Fuel Element Thermocouple Development (J. J. Droher, R. S. Kennedy)

Each of the seven temperature-monitored fuel elements in the OMRE will

have five thermocouples. Three of these thermocouples will measure the surface

temperature of the region expected to attain the highest temperature. The other

two thermocouples will measure the bulk coolant temperature near the mid-point

and side of the exit channel adjacent to the hottest fuel plate.

Design of these thermocoupled fuel plates has been completed. Long

extension lead wires to a Cannon plug will transmit the emf generated by the

thermocouple to indicating and recording instruments. The Cannon plug must

be above the diphenyl level and sufficiently near the top of the reactor vessel to

be accessible for making connections when replacing fuel elements. Preliminary

considerations had involved a spliced joint of the stainless sheath thermocouple
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to the extension lead wire just beyond the fuel plate. However, it was decided

to eliminate this joint and use a continuous length for each sheathed thermo-

couple. An order was placed for sufficient thermocouple wire (36-gauge

chromel-alumel wire in magnesia-insulated stainless-steel sheath swaged to

1/16-inch OD) to make the 70 thermocouples. Thirty-five thermocouples are

necessary to fabricate the seven monitored elements required for initial

operation of the OMRE. Seven additional elements are fabricated as spares.

A method of splicing the 36-gauge (0.005-inch-diameter) thermocouple

wire to short lengths of heavy extension lead wire which connects to the

Cannon plug was tested. In this method, all handling stresses which normally

might be imposed on the 0.005-inch wire are transmitted to the relatively

sturdy stainless-steel sheath by a two-prong bushing and seal adaptor (Thermo

Electric Co. No. 11440). This will prevent the relatively fragile thermocouple

wires from being broken during normal handling operations.

A Unitek Weldmatic Model 1015 Spotwelder for welding the 36-gauge

thermocouple wire to the fuel plates was ordered, received, and tested.

Sufficient ceramic frit (Al 2010 + 5% Cr2 O3 ) to perform all experimental and

production work on the thermocoupled fuel plates was also ordered and

received.

Three prototype fuel plates with thermocouples attached were prepared

and assembled into brazed elements. Visual post-brazing inspection revealed

that the brazing had caused no detrimental effects on the tubular tab fixtures,

on the ceramic insulations, or on the electroless nickel coating.

C. CONTROL RODS AND DRIVES

1. General

A systems analysis of the operation of the OMRE has revealed a require-

ment for fast regulating control, in addition to the combination of slow regulating

and shimming action originally contemplated. Tests (discussed in the next section

and in the preceding progress report) indicated that the design of the hydraulically-

driven, magnetically-coupled system was not suited to this type of control with-

out major modifications.
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It was decided, therefore, to abandon the hydraulic-magnetic control-rod

and drive system and to concentrate the entire effort on the engineering and

manufacture of the alternate electromechanical system. This system uses a

rack-and-pinion drive with pressure seals on the shafts of the drive motors, and

a solenoid-actuated spring-loaded mechanical latch on the control-rod hanger

rod. It incorporates a fast-regulating rod pair coupled through a differential

gear to a fast-regulating motor and a slow-shim motor. Shimming action is

provided by all six pairs of rods.

Modifications are also being made on the control rods and hanger rods to

eliminate the problem of galling at the upper grid plate. The snubber has been

moved up to a position just below the minimum liquid level. New guide tubes

have been installed at the grid plate. The height of the control rod fork has been

increased by 18 inches. A spring "kick-off" has been incorporated into the rod

design. It is expected that this kick-off will allow the rod to fall with an average

acceleration equal to or greater than the 0.85 g required. Some material changes

have also been made in an attempt to eliminate galling. (Refer to Section II, C, 3

for a detailed description of this system.)

2. Experimental Development of Hydraulic-Magnetic Control Rod and Drive

System (A. E. Miller, H. Strahl)

Tests continued on this system.* The magnet which serves to couple the

hydraulic drive to the control rod was rewound and baked. The apparatus was

reassembled, using brass spacer rings between the core and core guide thimble

in an attempt to eliminate galling in this region.

The control rod was cycled thirty times over its complete three-foot trav-

erse before the rod jammed 6-1/2 inches from the full down position. Exami-

nation of the assembly revealed that the poison elements had galled (Fig. 2) and

therefore were jamming in their guide bushings.

The damaged surfaces were repaired by machining 0.010 inch from the

diameter of the poison elements. The brass spacer rings between the core and

core guide thimble were replaced with nitrided stainless-steel rings, and the

inside of the core guide thimble was chrome plated. This was done on the theory

*See C. A. Trilling, "Organic Moderated Reactor Experiment, First Progress
Report, October 1955-July 1956," NAA-SR-1700, March 15, 1957, SectionIII, E, 3.
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that the two hard surfaces would result in lower friction and wear. The apparatus

was reassembled, utilizing an alignment fixture to ensure that the galling was

not caused by misalignment. Ninety-three additional cycles of the control rod

were then made prior to seizure of the poison elements in their guide bushings.

During this set of runs, time-response measurements were taken. These

tests indicated that: (1) the magnet relay contacts requires 0.080 seconds to

begin to open after interruption of power to its coil circuit; (2) the rod begins to

move within 0.010 second after the relay contacts begin to open; and (3) the rod

falls to within six inches of the full down position in an additional 0.455 seconds.

This 455-millisecond falling time corresponds to an acceleration of 0.78 g.

3. Description of Electromechanical Control Rod and Drive System

(H. G. Chapman, Jr.) (See Fig. 3)

a. Control Rods

There are twelve control rods arranged in two concentric circles in the

fuel core. These are joined in pairs to reduce the actuator requirements to six

units. Each of the six pairs are provided with a motor and geared drive for

shimming. In addition, two of these pairs, one in the outer and one in the inner

circle, have a regulating motor producing a faster output speed through the

differ ential gearing.

The active control element (Fig. 4) is boron carbide (B 4 C) of crystalline

structure and mixed grain size, which has been vibration-packed dry in a

chromium-molybdenum tube to an approximate apparent density of 1.90. (This

is 80 per cent of the crystalline specific gravity. ) The container is designed

as a pressurized vessel and is constructed of a SAE 4130 (Cr-Mo) 1-1/4 inches OD x

0.120-inch-wall tube with welded plug ends. This material is expected to have

a better wear resistance with its guide tube than the Type 304 stainless-steel

tube previously selected and tested for the initial design.

Under thermal neutron irradiation, the B4C molecule is damaged,

forming lithium and helium from the boron atom. This causes an increasing gas

pressure in proportion to the B10 nucleus burnup. However, the B4C container

has enough expansion volume to keep the pressure build-up below a critical stress

for more than a year's operation (over 2400 Mwd). The full height of B4 C is
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38-1/4 inches, which allows overlap for misalignments, thermal expansion dif-

ferentials, and overtravels due to snubber action in the 36-inch active fuel zone.

The packed B4 C is held in place and separated from a gas expansion chamber by

a 5-micron filtered plug.

Two such tight, welded container assemblies are attached to a common

yoke and hanger-rod adapter at their top ends. All entry surfaces (plugs and

yoke) have been streamlined to reduce the hydrodynamic resistance on a scram

fall. The connecting yoke is twelve inches above the top of the reactor grid guide

bushings to reduce the alignment problem presented by fixed parallel rods running

in fixed parallel bushings. The flexibility of the rods at this point, together with

their 0.032-annulus clearance, should not present any binding and resultant

galling or fretting. The rods are polished in this area. The guide bushings

(Fig. 5) are 14 inches long and are made of a cast ductile iron. The bushings

extend above the fuel heads and provide support to a collar on the control rod

when they are disconnected from their hanger rods.

b. Snubber

Located 153 inches above the top grid plate and about 5 inches below the

low level of the 300* F diphenyl pool is the top of a hydraulic-type snubber

cylinder (Fig. 6), one for each of the six hanger rods. A tapered piston, part

of a guide sleeve and splice member for the hanger rod, enters this cylinder

during the last six inches of rod travel. Little resistance is offered to either

shim or regulating rod drives, but falling energy of a scram is absorbed safely,

due to the hydraulic action of displacing the diphenyl between the piston and sleeve

annuli and the metered orifice holes placed in the walls of the cylinder. A series

of steel discs are stacked at the bottom of this cylinder to absorb any additional

energy (by cup deformation) that may remain in the scram fall of the 110-lb rod

assembly. A release of this assembly in or near the snubber cylinder will also

cause the piston head to drive through and come to rest on the belleville spring-

type disc stack.

c. Accelerator

This kick-off mechanism (located approximately 40 inches up from the

snubber) is incorporated to increase the acceleration of scram-fall to approxi-

mately 1 g, and thus compensate for a 15 per cent loss in a free fall acceleration
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due to fluid and mechanical resistance and buoyancy. The energy for this initial

acceleration is stored in a 3-inch spring (Fig. 7) compressed in a load-and-fire

device (Fig. 8). Latching is accomplished by the downward drive of the gear

rack, which compresses the firing spring to 35 lbs against the control and hanger

rod assembly while it is resting in the snubber. When the rack has reached the

bottom of the loading travel, the release solenoid is energized; this pulls the

locking bar up, forcing the latch balls out for a positive engagement.

An average downward force of about 20 lbs is applied to the control

assembly for the first 12 inches of fall; the assembly is then free for the next

18 inches; during the next 6 inches it is decelerated in the snubber.

d. Control Rod Scram Latch

The control rod scram latch is of the ball type. Four 1/2-inch-diameter

balls are located in four equally-spaced holes at the lower end of the rack. The

rack is drilled its full length to receive a 7/16-inch-diameter rod. The rod has

a cylindrical cam attached at its lower end, in the vicinity of the four balls in

the rack. The upper end of the rod is fastened to the plunger of a solenoid. The

vertical travel of the rod is 3/8 inch. The solenoid is energized to lift the rod

and cam. A spring is used to forcibly return the rod when the solenoid is de-

energized. The cylindrical cam is shaped so that as it is lifted by the solenoid,

the four balls are forced outward radially. In this position, the balls engage a

collar on the upper end of the control rod. To release, the solenoid is de-

energized, the rod and cam drop aided by the spring, the balls are forced inward

by the weight of the control rod, and the control rod drops into the reactor.

e. Rack and Pinion Drive

The upper portion of the control and hanger rod as sembly is a circular gear

rack of alloy steel guided ina 17-inch bushing made of ductile cast iron (Fig. 9). The

rack is a hollow bar which allows the co-axial actuation of the release bar. The alloy-

steelpinion contacts the rackteeththrough a slot in the iron bushing.

Riding on the top of the rack is the release, or scram solenoid. Attached to

its armature is the release rod that holds the latch balls between the rack and the

control rod assembly in a mutually locked position. An interruption of current to this

solenoid will scram the control rods. This disconnection is below the pinion; conse-

quently, the pinion and its seals will not impose a drag on the scrammed system.
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The rack and solenoid project up from the drive housing into tubular

thimbles. Means are provided at the top of these thimbles to introduce nitrogen

gas under pressure for the purpose of creating a positive flow into the reactor;

this is done in order to reduce the diffusion and condensation of diphenyl vapors

in the thimbles. As this entire rack and pinion drive and release system is in

the reactor atmosphere, the deposition of diphenyl or other solids on moving

mechanisms must be held to a minimum.

f. Heat Control

The control-rod drive system is provided with auxiliary electrical

resistance heating (Fig. 10), together with appropriate automatic controls to

maintain all surfaces above the freezing point of diphenyl (157* F). A cooling

section (thermal barrier) (Fig. 11) of shell and tube configuration is located

between the reactor and the drive housing to remove heat conducted from the

reactor. Cooling is accomplished by means of boiling water.

g. Sealing

The only outlets from the reactor, other than static seals, are the

control-rod pinion drive shafts (Fig. 12). These are glands which contain two

opposed sets of teflon chevron seals. The space between each set is pressurized

with nitrogen to ensure a positive contact pressure with the shaft.

h. Drive Transmission

There are six individual motorized planetary drives (Fig. 13), inde-

pendently controlled. These are geared for the slow-speed shim-rod control

to provide withdrawal at 0.85 in./min.

Two of these transmissions have an additional motor. This motor drives

the other side of the planetary system from that of the shim motor, producing

dual output speeds to the drive pinion and thus driving the regulating rods at

speeds of from 0.72 to 1.02 in./sec. Brakes (A. C. disk type, spring-set solenoid

released) in the system prevent counter reactions from one motor to another.

Physical stops are provided to limit the motion of the regulating rods

in either direction. Limit switches on both drives provide an electrical means

of limiting motion (ahead of physical stops) in either direction.
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Fig. 11. Thermal Barrier

i. Control Box

Each transmission drives a control box (Figs. 13 and 14) through an

auxiliary shaft. This box contains synchros for rod position, limit switches,

and automatic programming switches, all.geared in a positive relation to the

rod position. The automatic programming circuit is adjusted by three switches

which feed information to the automatic flux controller with feedback to the

regulating rod drive. The function of these switches is to return the regulating

rod motor to its center position by driving the shim rods either out or in.

Multi-turn potentiometers supply electrical position indication and "feed-

back" to the automatic control circuits.
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j. Motors (See Fig. 15)

The two regulating rod motors are two-phase servo type, 200-watt

output, blower-cooled motors. They operate from 115-volt, 60-cycle one-phase

lines and use a 60-g fd motor capacitor to achieve a two-phase effect. Speed

control is by a variable transformer on the control winding.

The six shim rod motors are three-phase, 208-volt, 60-cycle, high

torque, intermittent duty, hoist type, squirrel-cage motors rated at 1/8 hp.

k. Trip Solenoid

The release or scram solenoid which rides on top of the drive rack is

a hermetically-sealed aircraft type unit operating on direct current. It contains

two windings: a high-current pulling coil and a low-current holding coil. The

holding current is obtained from a special safety amplifier designed for quick

scram.

1. Down Switches

A down-position switch located near the top of each snubber housing

indicates whenever a rod has reached bottom. These switches, which are

immersed in diphenyl, are ceramic-bodied microswitches and are designed to

meet all environmental conditions.

III. HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM

A. REACTOR HEAT TRANSFER (T. T. Shimazaki)

The effect on the surface temperature distribution of warpage of a fuel plate

was investigated. The specific case considered was a fuel plate curved so that

its centerline over its entire length is displaced 0.020 inch. For a chopped cosine

axial power distribution and a maximum power density at the mid-point of

3.15 x 108 Btu/hr-ft3, the maximum temperature difference between the two

surfaces of the warped fuel plate is 5.3* F.

A recheck of the flow distribution in the core indicated that the coolant flow

around the control rods may be insufficient for adequate cooling of the rods. In

order to increase the coolant velocity around the control rods, an aluminum

baffle was installed between the core and the reflector.
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B. MAIN COOLANT PUMPS (F. W. Herrmann)

Elimination of check valves in the main pump loop required a determination

of the back flow resistance of one coolant pump with the other pump running.

The vendor was requested to run a test on a smaller pump setup of the same type

and same specific speed as those of the OMRE coolant pumps. A specification

was written outlining the test procedure required.

The backflow tests were witnessed by AI personnel at the manufacturer's

plant, and from the test data it was evident that the removal of the check valves

was justified. The test data showed an excellent resistance to bypass flow with

one pump idle. The free rotor imposed more resistance to flow than the locked

rotor. Data show that at 4160 gpm total flow, the by-pass flow was 490 gpm.

The Al specifications called for Class 2 radiographic quality castings for the

pump casings. Recently, the pump castings were radiographed, and one of the

castings was rejected because of crevices and voids. The other casting was

accepted, as the defects were in non-critical areas. The faulty casting will have

to be reworked, ground and welded, and retested and radiographed.

Vendor's drawings showing the added thermocouple wells to pump bearings

were received and approved.

C. AIRBLAST HEAT EXCHANGER (F. W. Herrmann)

The design and fabrication of the heat exchanger is essentially complete. The

manufacturer submitted his revised cleaning and welding specification for AI

approval. The equipment is scheduled for complete delivery in November 1956,

with the exception of the airflow recorder controller, which is scheduled for

delivery in January 1957.

Additional air motors were added to the louver control system to allow the louvers

to go to full closed position upon reactor scram. Sixty- seven thermocouples were

spotted on the heat exchanger to give temperature readings at all critical areas.

Forty-two are located on the return bends of tubes. Sixteen are spotted in the

finned tube areas and eight on the header heaters (one in the vicinity of each heater).

One thermocouple is located in the preheat duct.
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Eight electrical clamshell heaters were added to the inlet and outlet headers.

This was required by the fact that the normal preheating system on the airblast

heat exchanger would tend to preheat the finned tubes considerably faster than

the headers, and thus melt out any frozen diphenyl in the large surface-area

finned-tube sections before melting the large volume of diphenyl in the unfinned

small surface area of the headers. Frozen diphenyl in the headers could con-

ceivably form a plug for the expanding diphenyl in the tubes.

IV. INSTRUMENTATION

(D. W. Staub)

A. REDESIGN OF NEUTRON INSTRUMENT TUBES

In the OMRE, the neutron detectors are located in water-cooled instrument

tubes which extend down through the earth-fill shield into an air-filled cavity

just outside of the reactor pressure vessel. A preliminary calculation indicated

that the gamma flux in this cavity is of the order of 106 roentgens per hour when

the reactor is operating at its full power rating of 16 thermal megawatts. The

thermal neutron flux at the detectors is approximately 1010 neutrons per cm2-sec

at full power. Under these conditions, calculations indicate that neutron signals

from the BF3 proportional counters and the boron-lined compensated ion chambers

would be masked out by the signal due to the high gamma flux under almost all

conditions of operation. This masking effect is most serious at reactor startup

immediately after shutdown from extended high power operation. A more detailed

analysis of this problem revealed three conditions that required a complete

redesign of the neutron detector instrument tubes to provide gamma shielding

for the neutron detectors and the coaxial cables connected to the detectors.

These conditions were:

1) Radiation damage to the neutron detectors from the high gamma flux,

2) Spurious electrical signals generated in the coaxial cables connected

to the detectors resulting from:

a) Fission gammas from the reactor core.

b) Fission product gammas from the reactor core.
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c) Capture gammas from the organic moderator, thermal shield,

core tank, instrument tube materials, and the cooling water in

the instrument tubes.

d) Fission product gammas from the spent fuel elements stored in

the region immediately above the reactor core.

3) Radiation damage to the coaxial cables from the gamma radiation

mentioned above.

The original design of the neutron-detector instrument tubes consisted of

6-inch-diameter mild-steel tubes extending vertically into a cavity outside of

the reactor core tank. With this arrangement, the coaxial cables to the detectors

passed within about 18 inches of the stored fuel element positions. Five separate

instrument tubes were used with two of the six detectors located in one of the

tubes.

The new design consists of three separate instrument tubes. Two of the

instrument tubes are unshielded and contain the compensated ionization chambers

used with the two safety instrument channels. The third instrument tube contains

a cluster of four neutron detectors and is surrounded by a lead gamma shield.

This shield is so arranged as to provide a minimum of 6 inches of lead between

the detectors and the reactor core. The instrument tubes are made of

Type 6061-T6 aluminum and are positioned approximately 450 to a vertical

centerline through the core. The bottom ends of the tubes are located immedi-

ately adjacent to the core tank so that the sensitive volumes of the neutron

detectors are located on a horizontal centerline through the core. It appears

that tilting the tubes of a 45* angle is the best method of solving the coaxial cable

shielding problem. Using this arrangement, the cable is moved away from the

core and particularly away from the stored spent fuel elements, and, at the

same time, dirt-fill shielding is placed around the cables. A once-through water

system is provided to hold the temperature of the neutron detectors below 80* C

(1760 F) under all conditions of operation. The water also provides sufficient

cooling to prevent the lead shielding from melting. The four-neutron-detector

cluster consists of two Westinghouse Type 6307 BF3 proportional counters and

two Westinghouse Type 6377 compensated ionization chambers. The BF3 counter s

are located between the compensated ionization chambers and the core tank and
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are in the highest neutron flux region. The detectors and their associated

coaxial cables are waterproofed by placing each detector unit in a separate

aluminum container which may be withdrawn from the instrument tube when

detector replacement or inspection is necessary. The position of each detector

is adjustable along the length of the tube over a distance of 36 inches. This

adjustment is made at the top of the instrument tubes and permits adjustment

of the signal level obtained from the neutron detectors by allowing them to be

moved closer to or farther away from the core tank.

B. NEUTRON FLUXES AT THE DETECTOR LOCATIONS

A two-group, six-region calculation was performed to determine the fast-

and thermal-neutron fluxes in the redesigned instrument tubes. The flux distri-

bution was computed, assuming a 13.5-inch void outside of the core tank, followed

by 6.5 inches of lead and an infinite thickness of water. A plot of the fast and

thermal fluxes as a function of distance along the core horizontal centerline is

shown in Fig. 16. The fluxes determined in the water are those in which the

neutron detector will be placed and are the unperturbed fluxes which are normally

used in quoting neutron detector sensitivities.

At the full power rating of the reactor of 16 thermal megawatts, the neutron

fluxes at the positions in the four cluster instrument tube where the detectors

will be located are as follows (see Section VI, A):

BF3 Counter Compensated Ion Chamber

Thermal Flux 4 x 1010 n/cm2-sec 5 x 109 n/cm2 -sec

Fast Flux 1.5 x 1010 n/cm2-sec 1. 5 x 109 n/cm2-sec

The thermal neutron flux at the unshielded compensated ion chambers is

estimated to be 1.5 x 1010 neutrons per cm2-sec at full power.

V. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

A. STILL PUMP (F. W. Herrmann)

Since this pump is a hermetically sealed type, a complete spare pump was

ordered from the vendor in place of individual spare parts.
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B. STILL COOLER (F. W. Herrmann)

The float valve originally used in the cooler was of two-seat, balanced-type

construction; however, to avoid the leakage present in this type of valve, a

single-seated globe valve with a soft seat was substituted.

C. AIR COMPRESSORS (F. W. Herrmann)

The instrument air capacity had to be increased because of the additional air

motors required to properly operate the louvers of the airblast heat exchanger.

The relatively high maximum bleed rate of 1.5 cfm per motor necessitates a

capacity of 10.5 cfm for louver control. An additional 1.9 cfm is required for

fan pitch and pressure controls, and 6 cfm for general instrumentation. A total

of 18.4 cfm is thus required. The installed capacity is 12 cfm of air with

correction for altitude.

An additional air compressor identical to the original one was purchased to

meet the additional air requirements. A duplicate compressor simplifies spare

parts and maintenance problems. It will be mounted above the existing com-

pressor on a frame, which will conserve floor space and minimize piping and

wiring. A common receiver tank will be used. Also, the same air drier will

be used but will have to be regenerated every 6 hours instead of 8 hours. The

compressor will be operated at approximately 5 psi pressure differential. To

prevent one compressor from operating most of the time, the pressure switches

will be periodically set to alternate the sequence.

D. EXPANSION HEADER (F. W. Herrmann)

Welds on the expansion header appeared to be of poor quality; they had passed

a hydrostatic test at 600 psig. Test specifications on the OMRE system, however,

required a 700-psig hydrostatic test. It was therefore decided to run such a test

on this header prior to its installation in the system. A test rig was built to

restrain the movement of the center section of the header. As pressures of 400

to 500 psig were reached, visible signs of "squirming" were apparent. Also,

the OD of the bellows measured before and after the tests indicated a permanent

deformation at 600 psig. Under the hydrostatic test of 700 psig, the bellows did

suffer permanent deformation due to "squirming" of the bellows.
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Procurement of replacement bellows has been expedited and provisions have

been made to provide internal guide sleeves for the two bellows joints to prevent

axial misalignment. These bellows will again have to undergo a 700-psig hydro-

static test.

E. PIPING AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT (H. M. Hagaman)

During the period, only two important changes in the process design were

made. The reactor vent piping was revised so that the line leading to the high-

capacity back-pressure control valve now bypasses the vapor trap. This pro-

vides greater reactor safety in the event of any malfunction of the vapor trap.

The line to the low-capacity back-pressure valve, which is sized for the normal

purge rate, still passes through the vapor trap.

A relief valve was added down stream of the reactor rupture disc. This

rupture disc is selected for 600 psia, and in the event it ever blows, this valve

will provide for a shut-off in the line when the reactor pressure drops to 400 psia.

A pressure indicator is provided between the disc and the relief valve to indicate

if a premature leak should occur in the disc.

VI. SHIELDING

A. SHIELD REQUIREMENTS FOR NEUTRON DETECTORS AND CABLES

(D. S. Duncan, R. L. Tomlinson)

The gamma radiation levels at the instrument thimbles were found to be too

high for effective operation of the neutron detectors under certain operating

conditions (see Section IV, A). In order to determine the required shield con-

figuration, the radiation levels at the detectors were calculated as a function of

lead thickness, both at full-power operation (16 megawatts) and 30 minutes

after shutdown.

A four-cluster arrangement of the two BF3 proportional chambers and the

two compensated ion chambers was assumed. This arrangement, with the

approximate location of the shield, is shown in Fig. 17. The placement of the

two safety chambers was assumed to be similar, except that each was in a

separate thimble.
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For the radiation level during operation, the following sources were found to

be important contributors:

1) Gamma rays from the core, including radiative capture gammas,

prompt fission gammas and delayed fission product gammas.

2) Capture gammas from the thermal shield and core tank wall.

3) Capture gammas from the lead shield, aluminum thimble, and the

water coolant surrounding the detectors. These values are directly

dependent on the neutron flux at the detectors which, in turn, depends

on the lead thickness. Since the neutron flux inside the lead is a slowly

varying function of lead thickness, in this calculation it was assumed

to be independent of thickness. This avoided the necessity of making

separate calculations of the neutron flux for each thickness. The value

used in the neutron flux calculation was 5 inches of lead.

Several other possible sources of radiation were checked. Activated mate-

rials in the vicinity of the detectors, capture gammas from the diphenyl between

the reactor core and the core tank wall, and capture gammas from the steel

jacket enclosing the lead shield were all found to make a negligible contribution.

Results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 18 for the range from 3 to 6 inches

of lead thickness. Within this range, the value of the neutron flux inside the

shield was assumed to be independent of the lead thickness. In a separate calcu-

lation, the radiation level at the detectors with no lead shielding was found to be

2 x 106 roentgen per hour at 16 Mw.

For the radiation levels 30 minutes after shutdown following a 300 day period

of operation at 16 megawatts, the following major sources of radiation were

consider ed:

1) Fission products in the core.

2) Activated stainless steel in the core.

3) Activated aluminum thimble surrounding the detectors.

The activated thermal shield, core-tank wall, steel jacket around the lead

shield, and impurities in the lead were all found to be negligible. The only

important impurity in the aluminum was 0. 15 per cent manganese, which con-

tributed more than 99 per cent of the total radiation level from this source.
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Results for the post-shutdown levels are shown in Fig. 19. The value of

50 r/hr is recommended as the maximum permissible level to be allowed at the

compensated ion chambers 30 minutes after a scram, in order to avoid possible

startup accidents due to masking of the neutron signal. Therefore,6 inches of

lead is the thickness recommended. From Fig. 17, it is apparent that nearly

all of the radiation penetrates the shield at an angle of 450 to the thimble axis.

For this reason, an effective shield thickness of 6 inches is obtained with a

smaller radial thickness. It is convenient to construct the shield by pouring the

lead between two concentric pipes of a standard size. The radial thickness then

varies in increments of 1/2 inch. On this basis, it was concluded that 4-1/2 inches

was the optimum radial thickness. This shield will also be sufficient protection

against excessive radiation damage to the instruments and cables during opera-

tion at 16 Mw.

To determine the distance which the lead shield must extend into the surrounding

earth fill before the earth itself becomes a sufficient shield, the dose rates at

several points within the earth were determined. In this calculation, it was

necessary to take into account contributions from spent fuel elements stored in

the rack above the core. It was found that two feet of earth would be adequate

shielding for the instrument cables. The unshielded dose rate opposite the fuel

storage rack was found to be 9 x 105 r/hr. Consideration of the weight and cost

of the lead necessary to shield the instrument cables in the original design, where

the vertical thimbles were adjacent to the storage rack, led to the decision to

slant the thimbles as shown in Fig. 17.

B. GAMMA HEATING OF THE REACTOR CAVITY WALL (D. S. Duncan)

The radiation flux around the reactor cavity during operation at 16 megawatts

was analyzed. Figure 20 shows the core area and the various locations at which

the radiation flux was evaluated. Both the contribution from gamma rays escaping

the reactor vessel and effective contribution from radiative capture of neutrons

in the earth were considered. At Location E it was necessary to include the

contribution from stored fuel elements. The effective contribution to the heat

flux from radiative capture of neutrons in the earth fill was calculated by

assuming that each incident neutron produces 8 Mev of gamma radiation upon

capture, all of which is absorbed in the earth. Since the result calculated in
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this manner contributed only 20 per cent of the total flux, a more rigorous and

detailed analysis of the contribution from neutrons was not considered necessary.

The results of the analysis are summarized below. It is expected that these

values are accurate to within 30 per cent.

Location

A

B

C

D

E

Heat Flux in

Btu-ft-2-hr l

830

350

70

50

290

The major contribution in each case is from gamma rays with source energies

below 3 Mev. If it is assumed that these fluxes are composed entirely of 2-Mev

gammas, then the first foot of earth will absorb approximately 90 per cent of

the incident radiation. Calculations based on these assumptions indicate that

the highest temperatures (800* F) will occur at Location B.

C. RADIATION LEVELS FROM THE OPERATING REACTOR (R. L. Tomlinson)

During the course of the analysis of the radiation levels at the neutron detectors

the spectrum of gamma radiation from the operating reactor was computed in

considerable detail. The radiation level directly above the reactor vessel was

recalculated, using this more refined spectrum. For 16-megawatt operation

and a diphenyl temperature of 500* F, the results were as follows:

Height of Diphenyl
Above Core

(ft)

14

17

Radiation Level Above
Reactor Tank

(r/hr)

12. 4

3.4
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The result reported previously, based on a much cruder gamma spectrum,

was 5 r/hr for 17 feet of diphenyl.

D. ACTIVATION OF THERMOCOUPLE LEADS (W. A. Rhoades)

Removal of the fuel thermocouple conduits presents a handling problem, as

the portions near the core will become active by exposure to the neutron flux.

The simplest solution to the problem is to cut the active lower end off before

removing the conduit. This active portion can be stored in a container placed

in the fuel storage rack.

It was concluded that if 54 inches were cut from the lower end, the remainder

could be handled without difficulty, provided that at least 20 hours cooling time

were allowed for Mn56 to decay. Even immediately after shutdown, the remaining

portion could be removed, with due caution. The radiation level in the latter

case would be about 400 mr/hr one inch from the hot end, but 20 inches back

from the hot end, the level at one inch radial distance would be only 18 mr/hr.

The computations were based on a Type 304 stainless-steel conduit, with a

cross section of 0.0223 in.2, containing six pairs of chromel-alumel wires with
2

a total cross section of 0.0014 in. . Recent minor changes in the design of the

conduits did not change the above conclusions.

E. RADIATION LEVELS FROM DIPHENYL ACTIVATION (W. A. Rhoades,

A. R. Vernon)

The previous work on activation of impurities in the coolant has been extended

to include all elements which have been found as impurities in activation analyses.

Table I shows the radiation levels at the surface of a 16-inch steel coolant pipe

for a one-ppm concentration of each element. The radiation levels 24 hours after

shutdown are also shown.

*See C. A. Trilling, "Organic Moderated Reactor Experiment - First Progress
Report, October 1955 - July 1956," NAA-SR-1700, March 15, 1957,
Section X, A.

tlbid, Section X, C.
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TABLE I

RADIATION LEVELS FROM 1 PPM CONCENTRATIONS OF

VARIOUS IMPURITIES IN OMRE COOLANT

(500 Day Operation at 16 Mw)

Radiation Level at Surface of a 16-Inch Pipe
Element (mr/hr)

During Operation I 24 Hours After Shutdown

Na 890 284

Mn 3900 6.2

Co 990 990

Br 215 135

W 280 140

C1 56 --

Hg 27 16

Cu 9 0.4

Fe 0. 5 0.5

F. RADIATION LEVELS FROM COBALT CONTAMINATION OF

(W. A. Rhoades, A. R. Vernon)

COOLANT

The problem of cobalt-60 activity in the OMRE coolant was examined. In

addition to the cobalt present as original impurity (see Table I), corrosion of

activated stainless steel in the core (fuel elements) is an important source of

Co60 Assuming that the reactor operates continuously at a constant power level,

and that removal of activated coolant by distillation takes place at a constant rate,

the buildup of Co60 activity with time is given by:

N zuC XAt\
AN= 1 - e1 e-itA1 - e r

AV [(A I
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where:

N = Co60 nuclear density

A = Co60 decay constant

AN = Go60 activity (d/sec/cm3)

N0 = Co59 nuclear density in stainless steel

= Average thermal flux in the core = 1.7 x 1013 nv

-4 2
a = Activation cross section for cobalt, 37 x 10 24cm

C = Corrosion rate of stainless steel from the core, cm3 per

unit time

V = Coolant volume, cm3

A = "Removal constant" = distillation rate
r coolant volume

60
AI = A + Ar is the total removal rate of Co nuclei

The buildup is thus found to be quadratic with time, initially.

Figure 21 shows the buildup of Co60 vs time for various distillation rates

(Ar) at a constant power level of 16 Mw. The cobalt concentration in the stain-

less steel was assumed to be 0.1 per cent, and the corrosion rate per unit area

was assumed to be 0.085 mg-cm -mo-1. The total area of stainless steel in
6 2

the core is 0.758 x 10 cm . Therefore, the total corrosion rate was assumed
-l 3 -.1

to be 64.6 gm-mo or C = 8.3 cm -mo1.

The proposed plan of operation of OMRE calls for operation at an average

power level of about 7.5 Mw for 10 months, with a distillation rate averaging

15.6 gallons/day. The Co60 built up in the coolant from core corrosion would

then contribute 110 mr/hr to the dose rate at the surface of a 16-inch pipe. In

10 months, only 4.2 per cent of the saturation value of the activity is reached.

Replacement of fuel rods will, of course, change the shape of the curve and the

saturation value of the activity somewhat. Nevertheless, it is clear that unless
-2 -lthe corrosion rate proves to be much less than 0.085 mg-cm -mo , extended

periods of operation can build up a very significant concentration of Co60 activity.
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OMRE CORE 16 MW 1
THERMAL FLUX = 2.57 X 10
MATERIAL: TYPE 304 S.S.
COBALT: 0.1 %
CORROSION: 0.085 mg /cm
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Fig. 21. Cobalt Gamma Activity for Various Distillation Rates
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VII. HEALTH PHYSICS
(L. R. Adams)

A. GENERAL

Participation by Health Physics during the last quarter in the Organic Mod-

erated Reactor Experiment has consisted of expedition of programs initiated

during the period covered by the first quarterly progress report. Necessary

radiological safety equipment for Canoga Park and Idaho operations is being

ac cumulated.

B. LEAKAGE RATES AT CONTROL ROD OPENINGS

An estimate was made of the control-rod seal leakage rate which would

be consistent with delivery of reactor housing ventilation effluents having radio-

isotope concentrations less than the maximum permissible. It was estimated

that leakage rates as high as 2.34 cubic feet per hour would constitute no radio-

logical hazard.

C. PROBLEMS ANTICIPATED IN SAMPLING OF AIRBORNE ACTIVITY

1. Detection of Nitrogen Parent C14 Gases

C 1 will be produced by the (n, p) reaction on the dissolved nitrogen present

in the reactor system. Little is known as to the fate of C14 so produced, but it

is certain that some, if not all, will appear as radioactive gases, perhaps ethane

and methane, in the nitrogen blanket gas.

Should any leak in the coolant system occur above the coolant level, it is

evident that C14 gases would be released. Under certain conditions, it is con-

ceivable that biologically hazardous concentrations of C14 gases could be built

up. As no means of sampling gaseous (non-particulate) activity at biologically

significant levels has yet been devised for the OMRE, a program is underway

to obtain and calibrate equipment necessary for gaseous activity measurement.

2. Detection of Particulate Airborne Activity

In the absence of an air monitor, it had been suggested that a stack monitor,

an instrument of special design, be used alternately as an air sampler for

detecting particulate matter. This would be accomplished through the use of
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pipe manifolds to various locations. After careful review, the use of the stack

monitor for air sampling was not recommended on the grounds that its use for

air sampling would interrupt the constant record of stack effluent activity required

not only for environmental safety but also for collection of complete data per-

taining to stack gas releases which will be required in evaluation and analysis of

the OMRE program. Negotiations are now in progress to obtain an AM-2 air

monitor at the OMRE Site.

3. Detection of Non-Activated Airborne Diphenyl

Detection of coolant system leaks before coolant activation occurs is desir-

able. By this means, radiological hazards can be anticipated. Health Physics

has suggested that a method of detecting small amounts of diphenyl colorimetrically

be sought by AI experimental facilities. With such a method, air samples can be

evaluated for diphenyl in the absence of radioactivity.

A suggestion that commercially-available equipment for organic vapor

sampling be investigated has resulted in the evaluation by Health Physics of the

following equipment:

MSA Aromatic Hydrocarbon Detector

MSA Combustible Gas Indicator

Davis Vapotester

The first two devices display insufficient sensitivity for measurement of

those levels of diphenyl in air which, due to activation, would become radio-

biologically significant (~' ppm on a volume basis). Information concerning the

third device has not yet been supplied by the vendor.

VIII. REACTOR OPERATIONS

(K. H. Campbell)

A. GENERAL

The efforts of the Organic Reactor Development Group's Operations Unit,

during the period covered by this report, have been:

1) Review of the OMRE Design, with respect to the adequacy of a given

system or equipment piece to perform as required, coordination of
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design work with respect to the overall facility operational scheme, and

accessibility of items or systems for operation and maintenance.

2) The planning and preparation of pre-operational tests to ensure safe

and adequate operability of the OMRE systems and components.

3) The preparation of an operations manual to guide and assist personnel

in performing various operational tasks, both correctly and safely.

4) Determining the need and availability of various types of operational

equipment, such as tools, safety equipment, test instrumentation, etc.

5) The hiring of operating personnel to staff the facility for the operational

period.

6) The training of personnel who will be responsible for the operation of

the OMRE.

B. DESIGN REVIEW

Review of the OMRE design and review of the selection of components for the

system has continued throughout the period. The preparation of detailed

operating procedures resulted in a number of design changes, among the most

important of which were the following:

1. Main Coolant Piping

A vent valve was installed at the outlet of the airblast heat exchanger to

allow for bleeding of trapped gas from this line. This was necessitated by the

outlet piping arrangement and line junction design.

2. Airblast Heat Exchanger

The arrangement of the thermocouples on the finned tubes and the method

of heating the headers were changed. These changes were necessary to ensure

operational control should it be necessary to thaw the heat exchanger, in the event

the diphenyl became frozen. Laboratory tests indicated a volume change of

~11 per cent from solid to liquid diphenyl and a resultant pressure buildup,

which conceivably could rupture the heat-exchanger tubes. Therefore, the design

of the heating system was changed to allow heating of the headers prior to, and

individually from the tubes, and the tube thermocouples were arranged to provide

better information as to the overall heatup rate throughout the exchanger.
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3. Induction Heating System

The location of individual heating circuits with respect to individual and

combinations of lines, and the use of the lines in the processing scheme was

reviewed. This review resulted in the changing of the location of approximately

25 per cent of the circuits to allow greater processing flexibility with a minimum

number of heaters activated.

C. PRE-OPERATIONAL TESTS

An outline describing the overall plans and sequencing of the pre-operational

testing program was completed. This outline includes tests to be conducted

during the construction phase, system and instrument checkout phase, critical

assembly, and low power runs.

Detailed testing procedures with respect to the reactor control systems, the

criticality procedures, and the low power runs were initiated.

D. OPERATIONS MANUAL

Work on the OMRE Operating Manual was initiated and is approximately 20 per

cent complete at this time.

The finished manual will contain the following sections:

I. Emergency Procedures

A. Site Evacuation

B. Fire

C. Site Power Failure

II. Facility Safety Procedures

III. Health Physics Procedures

IV. Operating Procedures

A. Reactor Operations

B. Organic Coolant Systems

C. Nitrogen System

D. Heating and V entilation Systems

E. Process Heating Systems
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F. Purification System

G. Fuel Handling Operations

H. Auxiliary Equipment

V. Maintenance Procedures

IV. Forms and Records

E. PERSONNEL TRAINING

The personnel who will be classified as Chief Reactor Operators and will

have the shift operational responsibilities for the OMRE facility continued their

operational work on Organic In-Pile Experiment NAA-20. This loop is located

at the Materials Testing Reactor. This assignment will greatly aid these person-

nel in the problems to be encountered in the handling and circulation of activated

organics under conditions very similiar to those which will be existent at the

OMRE.

IX. CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS

(R. L. Olson)

A. GENERAL

Construction work at the Organic Moderated Reactor Experiment (OMRE) Site

is divided into two phases. The Phase I facilities construction and site develop-

ment work is managed by the Idaho Operations Office, AEC, in their capacity

of landlord and manager of the test site. The Phase II construction provides for

the installation and assembly of the reactor and process systems. Atomic

International, in developing and operating the plant, has the responsibility for

the procurement and construction under the Phase II work.

The Phase I work includes clearing and grading, roads, walks and drainage

structures, water supply, power sub-station and communications system, control

and process building and services, reactor foundation excavation and concrete,

and drain tank vault. This work is now 80 per cent complete.

The Phase II work at the site includes erection and assembly of the reactor

and pipe galleries, reactor vessel, cooling system, coolant service system,

and instrumentation and controls. This work is now 30 per cent complete. The

present stage of construction (October 31) can be seen in Fig. 22.
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B. CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Engineering design work on the OMRE was initiated in the summer of 1955,

and the site was selected in October, 1955. Ground was broken for the plant on

June 17, 1956.

Figure 23 is a view towards the northwest, looking across the site from the

access road. This photograph, which was taken early in September of 1956,

shows the flat, desert-like country with the Lost River Mountains some 25 or

30 miles in the distance. The poles are for the security lighting system. The

close pair of poles near the center of the illustration are located at the plant

transformer pad. The pair of poles at the extreme right of the photo locate the

well pump. The tanks shown are for process waste and fuel oil storage. The

control and process building is shown as the steel framing was being erected.

The reactor is located behind the far right corner of the building.

Figure 24 shows the arrangement of major equipment items in the plant.

In the vicinity of the reactor, lava rock is encountered at depths of from

10 to 16 feet below the natural surface of the earth. Figure 25 shows the reactor

and pipe gallery foundation slabs, which are about 18 feet below natural grade.

The reactor slab is 12 feet in diameter and two feet thick.

Figure 26 is a view toward the southeast. The access road is shown in the

background at the right. In the foreground is the foundation for the airblast heat

exchanger. To the rear can be seen the two-foot thick shield wall between the

process room and the control room on the far side.

Figure 27, looking east, is a photograph taken early in September showing

the shield wall and the framing over the control room.

Progress in the work of sheathing the control room and process building is

shown in Fig. 28. The plant transformer pad is shown at the right.

Figure 29 shows the control room side of the shield wall, and the cable trench

on the floor indicates the location of the control console.

Figure 30 shows the process room framing, the fire resistant insulation, and

the pump foundations.
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Fig. 29. Interior o Control Room Showing Shield Wall, Console Wire Trench,
and Conduit (October 1956)
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Figure 31 shows the initial field assembly of the corrugated liners for the

reactor and pipe gallery. The reactor and pipe gallery liners have been erected

on the foundation slabs, as shown in Fig. 32. The organic coolant expansion tank

can be seen at the left rear of Fig. 33, and the concrete vault for the drain tank

is shown to the left of the reactor gallery liner. Form work for the reinforced

concrete cover slab to be placed over the pipe gallery is shown in Fig. 34. The

cabinet-like structure immediately behind the form houses the auxiliary spray

cooler. In the background can be seen the reactor core tank prior to its instal-

lation.

Figure 35 shows the reactor core tank and the removable head in the shop

immediately after being stress-relieved. Figure 36 shows the core tank at the

time of delivery to the site. In the left foreground can be seen the removable

head with the flange to which is fastened the control-rod drive assembly. The

small nozzle and blind flange immediately below the head flange conduct the

thermocouple leads from the core through a pressure seal to the outside of the

reactor. The 16-inch coolant inlet and outlet nozzles can be seen at the far end

of the tank. Figures 37, 38, and 39 show the grid plates and thermal shield at

various stages of fabrication. The square holes in Fig. 39 locate the upper end

boxes of the fuel-element assemblies, and the smaller circular holes near the

center of the grid plate locate the control rod positions.

The process piping is constructed of Schedule 40 carbon steel; all of the pipe

work was fabricated at the construction site (see Fig. 40). Figure 41 shows the

drain tank and vault prior to pouring of the cover slab. Figure 42 shows the

16-inch expansion header from which two 10-inch suction lines run to the coolant

pumps.

Several components of the purification system are shown in Fig. 43 during

their initial installation. The organic coolant melt tank is shown in Fig. 44.

This unit is electrically heated and includes an agitator. The solid diphenyl can

be loaded by hand from sacks. The complete installation includes a ventilated

hood above the melt tank to remove any dust or vapor given off during the loading

operation.
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Fig. 42. Expansion Header on Footings (October 1956)
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X. RESEARCH PROGRAM

(D. W. Bareis)

A. SECOND ORGANIC IN-PILE LOOP EXPERIMENT (NAA-20) (W. N. Bley,

G. C. Cox, N. P. Grisanti, S. Loeb, S. Nakazato, M. Silberberg)

The objectives, description of apparatus, and results of shakedown testing

for the Second Organic In-Pile Loop Experiment were discussed in the preceding

progress report.*

On July 23, 1956, the first in-pile section (IS-1)i was inserted in position A-13

for MTR cycle No. 73. After completion of external piping and electrical and

instrument connections, the system was filled with diphenyl and circulation was

begun on July 27. On the following day, while the reactor power level was being

raised to 5 Mw, a break developed in the 3/4-inch aluminum tube enclosing the

thermocouple leads from the in-pile section. The break allowed reactor water

to enter the in-pile section, thereby terminating the experiment for the duration

of the cycle. The break in the aluminum tube was caused by difficulties associ-

ated with insertion and by excessive mechanical vibration due to reactor water flow.

The second in-pile section (IS-2) was inserted in the MTR for cycle No. 74

on August 13, 1956. Filling with diphenyl commenced on August 15 after the

entire system had been held at temperatures of 220* F or greater for a period

of approximately 8 hours. For approximately 2 hours after filling, many unsuc-

cessful attempts were made to establish circulation. At this point, and before

the system temperature could be raised, two heaters on the outlet line from the

in-pile section failed. The source of heater failure was located and corrected,

but not before the diphenyl had frozen in the IS-2 lines. Subsequent reheating

of the inlet and outlet lines resulted in a local rupture of each line due to the

extremely high fluid pressure which was created by non-uniform remelting of

the diphenyl. It was necessary to withdraw IS-2 from the reactor.

During insertion of the third in-pile section (IS-3) in the MTR for cycle No. 75

on September 4, 1956, the aluminum tubing covering the inlet line kinked slightly

at the weld which joins two 12-ft lengths of aluminum tubing. As is customary after

*Trilling, op. cit., p. 133-142

tThe symbol "IS" refers to the in-pile section. The number following refers to
the first, second, third, etc. units in the order of their insertion into the MTR.
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insertion of the in-pile section, the aluminum casing was pressurized to detect

leaks in the aluminum. (Leaks are detected by the presence of air bubbles formed

under the water in the MTR.) No leaks were apparent at pressures up to 60 psig.

However, at 90 psig, the kinked weld in the aluminum tubing cracked three-

quarters of the way around the weld. During removal of IS-3 another weld in the

aluminum instrument tube parted. The aluminum welds were repaired, but it

was too late to reinsert IS-3 for MTR cycle No. 75.

Before starting the fabrication of IS-4, those areas in the loop design which

had presented difficulties were examined closely. The following changes were

made and incorporated into the fabrication of the subsequent in-pile sections:

1) The quantity of trace heater wire wound on the in-pile section was

doubled so that for a given current the power was increased by a factor

of two.

2) Fabrication of trace heaters and electrical lead wire junctions was

improved so as to increase reliability.

3) The size of the steel tubing for the inlet and outlet lines was increased

from 7/16-inch to 1/2-inch so that standard tube fittings could be used

to simplify the terminal assembly between these lines and the operating

console.

4) Type 5052-0 aluminum tubing was substituted for the Type 6061-T6

material used previously. The Type 5052-0 alloy is easier to weld

than Type 6061-T6. Because of greater ductility it can be subjected

to the bending and flexure required for in-pile insertion without kinking.

On October 15, 1956, an improved in-pile section (IS-4) was inserted in the

MTR for cycle No. 77. Satisfactory operation of the loop was established with

isopropyl-diphenyl as the circulating fluid. Prior to the mid-cycle refueling

shutdown on October 28, the reactor had operated at the rated power level for

a total of 175 hours.

Bulk liquid temperatures were maintained between 5000* F and 5600* F. The system

was operated at pressures between 300 and 350 psig, using nitrogen gas for pres-

surization. At the normal reactor power level the heat flux at the uranium

heater, basedonthe radial temperature drop, was estimated to be 140,000Btu/hr-ft2
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The calculated average value of the thermal neutron flux at the uranium heater

based on the above value of heat flux,was 2.2 x 1013 neutrons/cm2-sec. The

fluid velocity at the uranium heater was 15 ft/ sec, except during heat-transfer

runs when it was varied from 10 to 22 ft/sec. The average surface temperature

of the uranium heater was 6500 F during normal operation and 700* F during low

velocity heat-transfer runs.

The data available are of a preliminary nature and may be subject to change

following a detailed analysis of the complete data. As would be expected, the

decomposition rate in the system was found to be proportional to the amount of

undamaged isopropyl-diphenyl present. The concentration of high boilers was

23 per cent after irradiation. A comparison of the heat-transfer coefficients

measured at the external resistance heater with the coefficients obtained at the

uranium heater indicates that there was no detectable surface fouling at the

uranium heater.

B. HEAT TRANSFER AND FOULING STUDIES (R. H. Chesworth, S. Nakazato)

A total of sixty-six heat-transfer runs on the laboratory heat-transfer loop

with diphenyl, the diphenyl-orthoterphenyl eutectic mixture, and orthoterphenyl

have been completed. Upon completion of fifty heat-transfer runs the loop was

shut down for equipment modifications. These were as follows:

1) A new resistance heater having longer heated and unheated sections to

minimize thermal entrance effects was added.

2) A larger step-down transformer supplying the resistance heater was

required to allow for the additional heater length and for higher heat

fluxes (~400,000 Btu/hr-ft2).

3) A separate cooling unit was added for removing heat during the high

heat-flux runs.

4) All electronic instruments were removed from the loop enclosure to

prevent interferences caused by high ambient temperatures within the

enclosure.

5) A Fischer-Porter rotameter was added.

A schematic diagram of the modified loop is shown in Fig. 45.
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Heat-transfer data obtained with diphenyl before and after the loop modifications

are compared in Fig. 46 with values estimated on the basis of the Sieder-Tate

heat-transfer correlation. * The experimental points varied on an average of

f 14 per cent from this correlation. The heat balance across the test section for

the diphenyl runs checked within f 15 per cent. The diphenyl runs were conducted

primarily to calibrate the equipment and to provide a standard for comparison

with other organic coolants.

Because the physical-property data for the diphenyl-orthoterphenyl eutectic

mixture and the orthoterphenyl are as yet undetermined, the conventional cor-

relation could not be made for the heat-transfer coefficients obtained with these

fluids. Figures 47, 48, and 49 compare the heat-transfer coefficients of the

diphenyl-orthoterphenyl eutectic and orthoterphenyl with those of diphenyl as a

function of velocity at temperatures of 500* F, 586* F, and 6950 F, respectively.

The diphenyl curves were calculated by means of the Sieder-Tate correlation for

the same temperatures at which the experimental points were obtained.

C. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF COOLANTS (R. H. J. Gercke)

1. Activity of Irradiated Coolant

A series of neutron activation analyses have been conducted at the MTR on

a number of samples of diphenyl and mixed terphenyls. Several of the materials

tested were to be used as circulating fluids in the NAA-20 in-pile loop experiment.

The purpose of these tests was three-fold: (1) to furnish the necessary information

for the making of an estimate of the initial activity at the NAA-20 experiment;

(2) to evaluate the clean-up procedure for removing insoluble solid dirt from

polyphenyls as received from the manufacturer; and (3) to supplement the avail-

able information on impurities to be found in organic coolant materials.

The samples were exposed in the VG-30 rabbit facility at the MTR for 16

to 20 hours. The thermal neutron flux was 1 x 1012 nv. The resultant gamma

and beta activity was counted at intervals over a period of several days. Analysis

of the gamma spectrum permitted identification of the initial impurity as well as

determination of its concentration in the coolant. The results are shown in

Table II.
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TABLE II

POLYPHENYL IMPURITIES FOUND BY

NEUTRON AC TIVATION

C onc entration
Sample Impurity (ppm)

I - Santowax R-lot 996 Mn 0.010

Cu 0.012

Na 0. 39

II - Dow diphenyl-lot 1 Mn 0. 021

Cu 0.038

Na 0. 32

III -Dow diphenyl-lot 1, Mn 0. 016
filtered thru Pyrex glass Cu 0. 035wool

Na 0.64

IV - Insoluble dirt removed Mn 328.
from diphenyl by glass Cu 196.
wool

Na 450.

V -Dow crude diphenyl Mn 0.05

Cu 0.15

Na 0.29

VI -Monsanto diphenyl-lot 719 Mn 0.010

Cu - -

Na 0.27

The following conclusions can be drawn:

a) Based upon the impurities found in the Santowax R sample (Sample I),

and Dow diphenyl sample (Sample II), the initial background activity

at the NAA-20 experimental console is expected to be about 1 mr/hr

at 1 ft from the console.
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b) The usual procedure of removing solid, insoluble dirt from the

polyphenyl by passing the liquid through a bed of Pyrex glass wool

doubles the sodium content but effectively removes the solid. The

solid, fine dirt removed from Sample III, upon activation, is seen

to be very high in Mn, Cu, and Na content. The dirt concentration

in the "as received" polyphenyl (Sample IV) is about 0.01 gm per

gallon. It is, thus, desirable to remove this dirt before charging

the coolant to a reactor or loop.

c) All of the materials tested have about the same activated impurity

content.

2. Physical Property Measurements

Liquid phase viscosity measurements have been started on the organic

coolants. The viscosity is to be determined as a function of temperature (250* F

to 8500 F) and extent of decomposition (0 to 35 wt per cent polymer content).

The determinations are being carried out with an Ostwald-Fenske type

capillary pipet. The important feature of this method is the determination of

time required for a known quantity of liquid to flow a defined distance under a

constant head, and is based on the validity of the Poiseuille equation for laminar

fluid flow as applied to Newtonian liquids.

The pipet constant for relating time of flow with viscosity was determined,

using pure diphenyl at 275* F. The kinematic viscosity of diphenyl at this tem-

perature was taken from ANL 5121.* The pipet constant changes with temperature,

primarily because of the change in driving head due to density decrease with

temperature. The constant was calculated for all usable temperatures using

the one value at 275* F as a standard.

The kinematic viscosity of pure diphenyl and of pure isopropyl diphenyl

were determined with the above calibrated pipet over the temperature range of

2750 F to 850* F. The results are presented in Fig. 50.

Density measurements will be carried out on these same materials at some

time in the future. At that time, the absolute viscosities can be calculated.

*W. K. Anderson, "Engineering Properties of Diphenyl," ANL-5121,
August 11, 1953.

tM. R. Cannon and M. R. Fenske, Ind. Eng. Chem. , Anal. Ed. , 10 297 (1938).
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D. PURIFICATION STUDIES (G. O. Haroldson)

The OMRE purification system for the irradiated organic coolant will use a

batch, single plate, no-reflux distillation process to separate the desirable

constituents from the undesirable high boilers. It will be operated under a

vacuum of 30 mm Hg at an estimated rate of 80 gallons per batch and one batch

per eight-hour shift when the still feed contains 33 per cent high boilers. The

system has been designed and is well into the construction stage. A natural-

convection heat-transfer system was chosen for the still because it appeared to

offer the following advantages: higher fluid velocity; more fluid mixing and less

super-heating than an immersion heater, and no shaft seal problem for a mixer

or pump. The lack of heat-transfer data for the hydrocarbons made the design

more difficult. Therefore, it was decided to conduct a laboratory program to

study the operation of the natural-convection heat-transfer loops on the OMRE

still, in order to reduce some of the difficulties which might arise during pre-

operational testing and normal operation.

The OMRE still has four hot legs (pipes to which heat is applied) extending

vertically downward from the still tank bottom and spaced 90* apart. The hot

legs are 1-1/2 inches diameter pipe and 4 feet long. They are fed through four

horizontal connecting pipes joined to a vertical 3-inch diameter pipe, which is

a centrally located common cold leg or downcomer. The design called for

induction heating coils on the hot legs similar to the trace heaters used throughout

the OMRE.

A natural-convection loop employing the same dimensions and configurations

as the OMRE still hot legs was constructed in the laboratory. The laboratory

apparatus contains only one hot leg instead of the four used on the OMRE still.

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 51. A photograph of the

apparatus as it was constructed is shown in Fig. 52.

The boil-up rate was measured by the volume of distillate collected in the

burette in a given increment of time. The condenser, unlike the OMRE condenser,

was a surface condenser cooled with water entering at about 75* C. The pressure

was controlled by a Cartesian manostat. By operating with a fluid of known

thermodynamic properties, such as diphenyl, the heat-transfer coefficients could

be determined from the boil-up rate, fluid temperature in the hot leg, and the

hot leg surface temperature.
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The first electric induction coil for the hot leg consisted of 2.3 turns per inch

of No. 6 RH-RW wire wound on the outside of 1 inch of Kaylo Heat insulation.

This coil, when operated at a power input of 858 watts, 58 amperes, and a power

factor of 0.875, had an output to the fluid of only 440 watts. The low efficiency

was due to the high external heat losses and the resistance heating in the coil.

In order to increase the heat input to the fluid, more ampere-turns of the coil

were required. Since the number of turns per inch and the wire temperature

could not be increased with the first wire tried, it was decided to use a large

number of turns of a smaller diameter wire with a high-temperature insulation.

A second coil, consisting of three layers of No. 12 asbestos-covered wire, was

wound on the hot leg. The latter coil proved to be even more inefficient than the

first because of resistance-heating in the coil and high temperatures in the inside

layer of wire.

The induction heating coils were replaced with four Glas-Col resistance

heating mantles containing quartz fabrics capable of operating at temperatures

up to 6500 C. These units were each one foot long and were rated at 800 watts.

These heaters produced the desired thermal output of approximately 2 kilowatts

(enough to process one batch per shift in the OMRE still). Boiling was relatively

smooth. With diphenyl under 30 mm Hg pressure, the overall heat-transfer

coefficient from the outside of the hot-leg surface to the fluid was found to be

in the range of 50 to 100 Btu/hr-ft2- 0 F.
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